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Lob 

"International Fashion"

This international firm arrived in Mexico with the aim of selling casual

wear for men and women. The shops have an attractive style with large

displays that offer a great selection of the season's hottest clothing styles.

Video walls and intense lighting complete the sophisticated image of

these boutiques. You'll find moderate prices that become more attractive

with end-of-the-year discounts of up to 60 percent.

 +52 55 5688 4653  www.lob.com.mx/  1000 Avenida Universidad, Centro

Comercial Plaza Universidad, Mexico

City
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Pieles Hanson 

"Original Designs & Styles in Fur"

Specialists in fur products, Pieles Hanson offers chic original designs and

excellent quality. The collection at Hanson includes boots, hats, coats and

jackets, for men and women, all guaranteed and made as unique and

legitimate products. The store also offers an impressive collection of

accessories, belts and scarves, that complement the other products. While

the products might seem pricey at first, you eventually realize it was all

worth the money you spent.

 +52 55 5280 2108  www.pieleshanson.com/  499 Presidente Masaryk, Mexico City
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Mama mía 

"Everything A Future Mother Needs"

This store is like a dream come true for women who are expecting a baby,

are carrying large bellies and for whom it is difficult to find decent clothing

that doesn t make them look like big balloons or teddy bears. Besides the

usual stretch pants, at this boutique they will find ample blouses,

maternity dresses for day and more formal ones for the evening and other

indispensable items such as bathing suits and pyjamas. They also carry

creams to avoid varicose veins and stretch marks, which are very easy to

get during pregnancy.

 L-1805 Avenida Coyoacán, 2000, Colonia Xoco, Mexico City
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Sexy Jeans 

"Jeans For Young People"

This boutique already has various branches in the city selling cool clothes

for young people. In this shop, you can not only find a great variety of

jeans in all styles, but also fresh and fun clothing for all seasons. Tight

shirts, bell-bottom pants, sweaters and shirts all form part of the hip

wardrobe on offer here. The shops are spacious and it's easy to find what

you're looking for.
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 +52 55 5257 1730  3800 Avenida Vasco de Quiroga, Centro Comercial Santa

Fé, Mexico City
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